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Introduction
Art Unpacked ran from 2013 to
2019. During this time eight
unique exhibitions toured venues
in North Yorkshire, East Riding,
Lancashire and NE Lincolnshire.
There were 35 exhibitions in total.
Art Unpacked was originally designed by
Chrysalis Arts as part of the company’s work
to develop and support the visual arts
infrastructure in North Yorkshire, the largest
rural county in England. It was identified that
the opportunities for rural audiences to
experience and engage with contemporary
visual art and craft of national significance
were limited by a shortage of established
visual arts venues, resources, and staff with
the relevant curatorial and exhibition
skills. Other factors such as geographical
isolation, a poor public transport system and
socio-economic issues also played a part in

restricting access for audiences. The idea
developed that there was considerable
potential to work in partnership with smaller
arts and non-arts venues across the county to
introduce a touring programme of smallscale, high quality exhibitions.
In 2011/12 , Chrysalis Arts undertook research
into the feasibility of this idea, and it soon
became clear that the potential and interest
in the project extended beyond the
boundaries of North Yorkshire. This began a
process of collaboration with libraries and
small venues across Lancashire, North
Yorkshire, East Riding and North East
Lincolnshire over the two phases of Art
Unpacked, and became a key component of
its success. Throughout Art Unpacked,
exhibitions focussed on those living in towns
and surrounding rural areas, with a secondary
focus on visitors.

Art Unpacked also had an international
strand, building in particular on Chrysalis Arts’
long standing connections with Sweden and

Finland. As part of the first Art Unpacked
series we were able to collaborate with
Konsthantverkscentrum in Gothenburg to
develop an exhibition of work by Swedish
makers- Textil Juvel- and to take a reciprocal
exhibition of work by Yorkshire based makers
to West Sweden in 2017.
Art Unpacked sits within the context of the
company’s commitment to environmentally
responsible arts practice and to supporting
artists and audiences to develop new skills
and knowledge so that they may engage with
the changing cultural and environmental
context. From the first Art Unpacked
exhibition, Make it Slow in 2013, this
commitment informed the development of
the exhibition programme, continuing with
Crafting Change in the second series of
exhibitions, and has informed the
development of future work beyond Art
Unpacked.
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Chrysalis Arts Team
“Art Unpacked reached an extraordinary number of people
over its lifespan, transforming space in libraries and unusual
exhibition spaces. It was fantastic to see the response from
visitors, staff, volunteers and workshop participants, many of
whom revisited the exhibitions over a period of weeks,
getting to know individual pieces and developing favourites.”
Sara Trentham, Chrysalis Arts

Programme development - Christine Keogh
Project management and co-curation - Sara Trentham

Project management and engagement - Emily Wilson
Marketing and communications - France-Leigh Hadrysiak and Kaitlyn Badger
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Unfamiliar Ground at Accrington Library

Key Facts
Over 215,000 people saw the Art

Over 1500 people took part in work-

Unpacked exhibitions. Over a third

shops, talks and seminars.

were first time visitors to a
contemporary art or craft exhibition.

50 artists’ work was exhibited. Many of
these and a further 12 artists also took

Art Unpacked toured to 16 venues

part in participatory audience

across three counties. Venues were

engagement activities.

chosen in locations with low arts

The majority of exhibition visitors

engagement and cultural

infrastructure.

were from the local area of each venue

and this was the primary audience
focus.
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Exhibitions
Each of the unique exhibitions had a strong, identifiable theme,
selected to engage with ideas and processes that resonated
with a wide range of audiences, for example automata and
machinery, landscape, drawing, everyday objects, environment
and technology.

Grace Whowell is an arts professional with over 15 years’
experience working within the visual arts and crafts in
diverse gallery environments. Grace has since developed her
own retail business, developing exclusive products for
makers , including commissioning work from a range of
different craftpeople.

Each exhibition was developed by Chrysalis Arts with specialist
advice, enabling the project to draw on a wide pool of
experience and extend our own skills. Over the course of Art
Unpacked we worked with the following curators:

Konsthantverkscentrum has existed since 1990 and is the
only organization focussed purely on professionally active
craftspeople in Sweden. They have over 700 members spread
across the country. We are very grateful for the support of
Katarina Karlsson, based in West Sweden, in developing this
strand of the project.

Martyn Lucas has over twenty years experience as an artist,
curator, educator and community arts project manager. From
2003-2013 he managed the Turnpike Gallery in Leigh, Greater
Manchester, curating the exhibitions, learning and outreach
programmes. He currently works freelance within galleries,
community and educational venues across northern England,
including as Exhibitions and Events Coordinator at West
Yorkshire Print Workshop.

Natasha Howes is Senior Curator at Manchester Art Gallery,
working independently on The Forest of Possibility. Natasha
had previously curated The First Cut exhibition, a large scale
touring exhibition of work on and of paper.
Outside In was founded in 2006 and is now an established
national charity providing a platform for artists who face
significant barriers to the art world due to health, disability,
social circumstance or isolation.
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Make It Slow—November 2013 to October 2014
This exhibition looked at ‘slowness’ in the work of six contemporary artists.
The work was craft-based, including intricate techniques, sustainable
materials and a connection with traditional skills including ceramics,
textiles and basketry. Slow Art is not necessarily about how long the work
has taken to make but is more about the processes of thinking, researching,
experimenting; the experiences that inspire the work, the refinement of
skills over time. It is looking at ‘slow’ as a bigger picture, as a way of life.
Artists: Chris Keenan, Fenella
Elms, Misun Won, Aimee
Betts, Sharon Adams, Lizzie
Farey and Shannon Tofts
Visitors to Make It Slow at Woodend (Work by Sharon Adams)

Curator: Grace Whowell
Venues: Woodend Creative
Industries Centre
(Scarborough), Pocklington
Arts Centre, The Folly
(Settle), Number 6 Studio
Gallery (Pateley Bridge), The
Courthouse (Thirsk),
Accrington Library

“Very thoughtful combination of artists and

good selection of work. For once the 'bio'
sheets were both interesting and genuinely
added to the enjoyment and understanding.

My children very much enjoyed the craft
table.”
Make It Slow at Woodend (L to R: Chris Keenan, Lizzie
Farey, Fenella Elms)

Visitor comment
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Unfamiliar Ground—May 2014 to September 2014
Unfamiliar Ground brought together the work of some of the UK's
most exciting contemporary printmakers. Rather than describing the

familiar, the artists featured in Unfamiliar Ground created pictorial
worlds that invited our imaginations to wander. In these worlds city
and nature collide, visual disruptions make us look again, and the
boundaries of traditional printmaking techniques, such as etching or

lithography, were challenged. A sense of utopia and dystopia was
glimpsed through combinations of complex imagery, skilled drawing,
and a playfulness with the print process.
Unfamiliar Ground at Accrington Library (L to R: Rebecca

King, Bronwen Sleigh, Chris Agnew)

“I spent 20 minutes lost in what felt like a
corner of The Tate that had appeared in a corner
of Accrington Library… I returned to work in the

afternoon with the experience lingering and a
sense of feeling mentally refreshed - and with a
note to myself to get out and see more art in
interesting places”
Joe, visiting Unfamiliar Ground at Accrington Library

Artists: Chris Agnew, Rebecca King, Bronwen Sleigh
Curator: Martyn Lucas
Venues: Abbey Walk Gallery (Grimsby), Accrington Library,
Woodend (Scarborough), Higherford Mill (Barrowford)
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The Forest of Possibility—January 2015 to August 2015
Our ancient forests were the source of inspiration for the
artists in this exhibition: fragile paper was transformed into
beguiling paper cuts, sculptures and animation to explore
our experience of the forest and its inhabitants. Forests are
a place to explore, to think, to encounter wildlife or to
escape from life's challenges. But they can also be a place
of fear and peril, full of untamed branches, sinister shadows
and silence. Fairy tales often cast the forest as enchanted
and mysterious, a site for initiation and self discovery. This
exhibition explored the forest and all its possibilities, while
the use of paper provided a deceptively simple common
ground between the artists.

“Lovely, delicate, thoughtful and mystifying.”
Visitor comment, Abbey Walk Gallery

Visitors looking at Clare Skill’s work at The Forest of Possibility at Abbey Walk
Gallery (Background: James Aldridge)

Artists: James Aldridge, Claire Brewster, Andrea Mastrovito
(by kind permission of Manchester Art Gallery), Charlotte
McGowan-Griffin, Davy and Kristen McGuire, Clare Skill,
Justine Smith
Curator: Natasha Howes
Venues: Abbey Walk Gallery (Grimsby), Woodend
(Scarborough), Craven Museum & Gallery (Skipton), The
Courthouse (Thirsk)
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Textil Juvel—September 2015 to March 2016

Textil Juvel at The Folly

The artists in this exhibition, all from West Sweden, brought together a high level of
skill and storytelling, combining traditional techniques and new technologies to
explore our relationship with materials and our surroundings. The exhibition
demonstrated how artists from West Sweden were taking their rich craft heritage to
forge new ways of working, using natural materials-seeds, wood-appropriated
machine made objects and finely crafted metal and textiles. Textil Juvel was a
snapshot of a dynamic craft movement in Sweden, concerned with the world around
us and our impact upon it.

Artists: Maria Ray Johansson, Jessica Johannesson, Annika Andersson, Sanna
Svedestedt, Linda Marie Karlsson, Karin Roy Andersson, Linus Björnberg

Curator: Katarina Karlsson at Konsthantverkscentrum (KHVC), Sweden
Venues: The Folly (Settle), Accrington Library, Woodend (Scarborough)
The exhibition was subsequently shown at Berwick Museum and Art Gallery as
part of KHVC’s partnership projects.

Sanna Svedestdt at The Folly
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Marvellous Mechanicals—June 2017 to March 2018
Marvellous Mechanicals kickstarted the second series of Art Unpacked
exhibitions with a celebration of the makers and tinkerers who explore
movement in their art. The artists in this exhibition demonstrated their
curiosity about the world through their investigation of different processes,
materials and themes. Their interests included the human body, the space
around it and the passing of time. Our interactions with everyday objects,
other humans and the animal world also provided inspiration, often with a
good dose of humour thrown in. Sketches and models showed how pieces
develop from the ping of an idea to complex interconnecting pieces of
metal, wood, plastic and other materials, and provided an insight into what
makes these artists and their work tick.
Artists: Balint Bolygo, Jim
Bond, Lisa Slater, Nik
Ramage, Martin Smith

Visitors with Martin Smith’s Cache Machine at Platform Gallery

Curator: Grace Whowell

Venues: The Art Depot
(Gargrave), Accrington
Library, Craven Museum &
Gallery (Skipton), Catterick
Library, Platform Gallery
(Clitheroe)

“Marvellous Mechanicals was a playful and engaging exhibition. It had both immediate appeal and scope to provoke deeper thinking on how mechanics underpins all
movement, from the small scale of the human body to the

vast scale of the universe.”
Arts Council England Artistic and Quality Assessment report

Marvellous Mechanicals at The Art Depot
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Truth and Fantasy—February 2018 to September 2018

This exhibition brought together artists from across the UK who draw in
highly skilled and imaginative ways, from pencil on paper to objects and
animation. Their art responds to the real, and at the same time, reveals a
spirit of enquiry and imagination, an uncovering of memories and the
unconscious, where other worlds become visible. The artworks ranged
from large expressive charcoal drawings of cathedrals to tightly observed,
carefully constructed drawings which draw the viewer into time and space.

Visitor to North Bridlington Library, Dennis Creffield (photo credit: Simon Kench)

Artists: Penny Davenport, Simon Woolham, Hondartza
Fraga, Paul Chiappe, Dennis Creffield
Curator: Martyn Lucas
Venues: North Bridlington Library, Chorley Library,
Craven Museum & Gallery (Skipton), Selby Library
Examining Paul Chiappe’s work through a magnifying glass (photo credit: Simon Kench)
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Crafting Change—September 2018 to May 2019
Crafting Change explored how a diverse group of contemporary makers explore issues and
definitions of sustainability as they develop their practice into the 21st Century. Some
responded through their thoughtful and considered use of materials and making
methods. Others used their work as a way of asking questions about our relationship with
objects and why we make and buy them.
Through this exhibition Chrysalis Arts wanted to open up discussion about the role of craft
in our society – is the origin and provenance of objects becoming more important to us? Is
the act of making just as important as the final product? A seminar featuring exhibition and
other artists, and others in the supply chain of craft, to discuss these topics was hosted at
Selby Abbey, see more information here.
Artists: Joe Hartley, Ute
Decker, Lorna Singleton,
Carmen Machado, Solid Wool,
Carole Collet, Greg Valerio.

Joe Hartley, Selby Library

“In many comments it was noted as ‘different’
– sometimes challenging for audience – but
some very interesting conversations came out
of this. Many of the pieces served as points of
intrigue, even if visitors were initially a little
unsure.”

Curator: Grace Whowell
Venues: Craven Museum &
Gallery (Skipton), Whitby
Library, Platform Gallery
(Clitheroe), Selby Library

Craven Museum & Gallery
Carmen Machado, Selby Library
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Hard Wired—June 2019 to November 2019
In this exhibition, Chrysalis Arts collaborated with Outside In to bring together artists
responding to the theme of technology. They considered its use as a component of
artworks, how it influences our perceptions of the world and how it can help
articulate our experiences of sometimes life changing events. The artists represented
by Outside In share an experience of feeling excluded from mainstream arts activity,
and sometimes from the fast paced world around us. Their work gives us a unique
insight into how some people use and experience technology.
Artists: Lucy Barker, Phil
Baird, Jenny McCarthy, Emma
Louvelle, Gareth Bunting, Ian
Sherman, Jack Rothwell, Lynn
Cox, Anthony Stevens, Drew
Fox

Partner: Outside In
Venues: Whitby Library, North
Bridlington Library, Chorley
Library, Catterick Library
(Clitheroe), Selby Library

Jenny McCarthy and Jack Rothwell, Catterick Library

Lynn Cox, Catterick Library
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Venues
1 Whitby Library
2 Catterick Library

Locations were identified as places with low access to high quality art and where the
cultural infrastructure is limited. Many of the locations are therefore rural or have
populations with low numbers of regular arts attenders.

3 Woodend Creative Industries Centre, Scarborough
4 Rural Arts, Thirsk
5 The Folly, Settle

6 No. 6 Gallery, The Old Workhouse, Pateley Bridge
7 The Art Depot, Gargrave
8 Craven Museum & Art Gallery, Skipton

9 Platform Gallery, Clitheroe

Art Unpacked took place across four counties- North Yorkshire, East Riding of
Yorkshire, Lancashire and NE Lincolnshire. Locations were identified as places with
less access to high quality art, where the cultural infrastructure is limited. Many of
the locations are rural or have populations with low numbers of regular arts
attenders.
KEY LEARNING:
1) The geographic spread could mean that venues were up to three hours drive apart

which impacted on the length of time to move and install exhibitions. It also meant

10 Higherford Mill, Barrowford

that it was not possible to attend venues regularly to collect evaluation or check on

11 Accrington Library

the exhibitions, placing additional pressure on sometimes overstretched venues to

12 Chorley Library
13 Selby Library

support this
2) Touring automata was challenging. Packing and transporting was sometimes
fraught and as interactive works with many moving parts, sometimes pieces would

14 Pocklington Arts Centre

need parts replacing. Venue staff were sometimes not confident of taking on this

15 North Bridlington Library

extra level of responsibility, or did not have the necessary skills and so the project

16 Abbey Walk Gallery, Grimsby

manager and a couple of the artists who were based within a reasonable distance
carried this out, which had a cost implication. It also mean that occasionally works
were not working for a short period of time, which was not desirable.
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Venues

Map of Locations
1
2
3
4
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Learning and Engagement
Each exhibition was accompanied by outreach activity aimed at target
audiences for each venue. Activities included schools, children’s and
adult workshops, family-friendly drop-in sessions, creative writing
inspiration, artist talks and content themed seminars. The participatory
activity gave an experiential element to the exhibitions and enabled
communities around each exhibition to engage with the work differently.
Those who may not have initially chosen to visit the exhibition could
instead take part in a workshop and take a different route to engaging
with the work. The programme ranged in facilitation and style. Some
workshops were run by exhibiting artists, whereas others were delivered
by local artists or venue staff with a strong link to the theme of the
exhibition.

Wire sculpture and animation with Nik Ramage at
Craven Museum & Gallery

Penny Davenport drawing workshop at North
Bridlington Library (Photo: Simon Kench)

Dad and daughter, Hannah at Penny Davenport’s drawing workshop,
North Bridlington Library (Photo: Simon Kench)
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Creative Engagement
The engagement programme differed depending on the venue and

All venues agreed that the programme gave another dimension

their community and regular visitors. For example, many of the

to the exhibitions and enabled wider engagement. Workshops

libraries benefitted from workshops for children and families that

included ceramics, junk sculpture, braiding, pom poms,

occurred during school holidays. Some venues were particularly

animation, drawing, textiles, creative writing and more.

proactive and arranged subsequent workshops with their regular
users, such as North Bridlington Library, who used the exhibitions
as inspiration for their writers group and arranged engagement

with local schools and their own Priory View participants who are a
group of adults with learning disabilities.
The capacity of the venues to organise additional engagement
varied widely due to reductions in local budgets impacting on
staffing and opening times.

From left to right: Textiles workshop with Corinne Young at Pocklington Arts Centre;
Pom pom workshop with Annika Andersson at Accrington Library; Priory View participants at North Bridlington Library, workshop with Hull Scrapstore; Aimee Betts’
braiding workshop, Woodend

“The quality of the workshops provided
alongside exhibitions was excellent. The artists
that delivered them were very engaging,
enthusiastic and welcoming to visitors.”
Craven Museum and Gallery
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Seminars

Installation Experience

The Crafting Change and Hard Wired exhibitions both had
challenging and thought-provoking themes.
Crafting Change put craft under the spotlight in terms of ethical
consumption and sustainability and Hard Wired brought forward
differing issues of accessibility for artists. To enable audiences
and interested parties to delve deeper into discussions around
these themes, seminar events were held in parallel with the
exhibition. To further increase the accessibility of the Hard Wired
event, where many of the exhibiting artists gave talks about
their work. These talks were filmed and are available to watch
on You Tube (search for Access Unpacked).

Lorna Singleton and Grace Whowell at the
Crafting Change Seminar at Selby Abbey

“Very thought provoking. Great to have these

Chrysalis Arts have an established relationship with the York St.
John University, working with second and third year Fine Art
students on forging a robust career in the arts. Chrysalis Arts
also offers a mentoring scheme to emerging artists and artists
developing their practice.
These programmes have been further enhanced by Art
Unpacked and the opportunity to gain first hand experience of
installing, touring and monitoring exhibitions. This experience
has also been an asset to the venues, particularly those nonarts based.

“I have gained a lot of valuable hands on
experience of how to go about installing
exhibitions, including what works well and the
many uses of fishing line! This has been invaluable
when hosting exhibitions by novice artists as I can
chat to them about the ways and means by which
they can display their art in the exhibition space –
and so pass on knowledge to the local artists and
groups.”
Accrington Library

debates and people coming to Selby for this.”
Feedback from Crafting Change seminar
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Marketing & Promotion
A leaflet was produced for each exhibition and distributed regionally. The leaflet acted as a brief introduction to the exhibition as well as
providing key information and was distributed locally by the venues. Printed material was supported by online content and press coverage.
Art Unpacked had a dedicated website and Facebook profile. Individual venues carried out local marketing, contacting schools and local
groups or via their own mailing lists.

Promotional literature

Press Coverage
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Impact & Legacy
Art Unpacked introduced an audience of over 200,000 to high
quality, stimulating work from artists working nationally and
internationally. This occurred particularly where there is limited
access to, or take up of, cultural activity.
The participatory activities involved over 1500 people and enabled
audiences to learn more about the artists and their work, and to
explore their own creativity. For all the participatory activities it
was important that they were relevant to the exhibitions and
deepened understanding of the artists’ work; the excellent
feedback reflected this aim.
Alongside this, artists and curators were supported, encouraging
talented people to stay living and working in the north of England,
and to encourage the participating venues to develop their own
programmes of contemporary visual arts beyond Art Unpacked.
Audience responses to the exhibitions was positive throughout. As
well as a high proposition of visitors who had not visited an art
exhibition before, the majority of visitors also wanted to see more
exhibitions in their locality in the future.

“We promoted the exhibition not only to our core
customers but also in arts venues around the town. We
also invited as many local groups as possible to come to
view the art. This brought many new people into the
library.”
North Bridlington Library
a whole range of activities from visual arts to writing and children’s
storytelling activities. This in turn was welcomed by library users.

Our Make it Slow and Crafting Change exhibitions reflected
Chrysalis Arts’ longstanding commitment to Slow Art and
environmental concerns. Now in a state of climate emergency,
these issues are central to our future development.
Chrysalis Arts continues to develop opportunities and spaces for
artists and audiences to be challenged, informed and supported at
a time of radical environmental and social change.

North Bridlington Library encapsulated many positive features of
the project. They embraced the idea of exhibitions in their space,
facilitated this happening by enabling a smooth installation, taking
ownership of the exhibitions in place and using it as a stimulus for
22

Funders

With thanks to our funders and to all the staff and volunteers of the venues we worked with.
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